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Podcast – the scenario

Radio 24: an unicum
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Freedom, personalization and sharing of listening, this is the essence of the
podcast. An on demand radio service through which the user can choose what
to listen to, download and archive when and where he wants and from any
device:

For Radio 24 the experience is even more evident thanks to an integrated
online and on demand programming: information, enrichment and quality
analysis are available anytime and anywhere.



Radio 24 podcast

Podcast programs of radio programs and original Podcasts
created specifically for listening on demand.

The podcast programs of Radio 24 represent the essence of
the pure editorial product without the interruptions of the on
air (advertising clusters; GR and service information).
Always recognized as first in the rankings on many on-demand
platforms, today they reach an average of 6.3 million
downloads per month.

Great public affection evidenced by an average listening
duration among the highest ever: 45 minutes.

Radio 24 podcasts are distributed on the broadcaster's website
and app and on all major on-demand platforms: Spotify;
Google podcasts; Apple Podcast, Amazon Podcast and many
more.



Podcast sponsorship

The sponsorship offer for Radio 24 podcast programs includes
programming from Saturday to the coming Friday - 7 days
with:

PRE ROLL + POST ROLL of all the episodes of the program
downloaded in the sponsorship week.

The podcast sponsorship offer includes Radio 24's most
successful and well-known programs and vertical thematic
programs dedicated to the most varied interests: cinema,
books, commercials, cars, cooking, health, technology,
innovation and sustainability

o Big numbers
o Strong distinctiveness
o Perfect contextualization



Podcast sponsorship Radio 24 – index  

ENTERTAINMENT pag 6
- La Zanzara

INFORMATION &NEWS pag 7
- Focus economia
- 24 Mattino
- La Variante Parenzo
- Due di Denari
- Uno, nessuno, 100 Milan

TOPICS pag 12
Sport – Tutti convocati
Wellness – Obiettivo Salute

La Bufala in tavola
Technology – 2024

Digital News
Innovation – Smart City
Sustainability – SI può fare
Automotive – Smart Car 

Strade e Motori
Books – Il Cacciatore di libri
Cooking – Mangia come parli
Cinema – La Rosa Purpurea
Running – Personal Best



La Zanzara 

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 15,000,00 net. net.

Conductors Giuseppe Cruciani and David Parenzo

“La zanzara" is a topical program without taboos, without censorship, 
without cuts to public opinion. At the end of the day, with the 
headlines of the live news, inquiries, voices captured by TV from all 
over the world and guests never heard of, “La zanzara" becomes the 
free zone for listeners - a space against banality - the arena where the 
first commandment is to speak clearly. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Average weekly podcast listeners

890,000
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App 
and major audio on demand platforms 
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Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Focus economia

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 15,000,00 net net

Conductor Sebastiano Barisoni 
The daily program dedicated to in-depth analysis of current affairs, economy and 
finance issues. Created with the collaboration of the protagonists of the 
economic and financial day and the contribution of journalists and analysts from 
Il Sole 24 Ore. The aim of the program is to explain and analyze the most 
interesting topics of the day in a comprehensible way for "non-experts". Fixed 
appointment for hot comments a few minutes after the close of the stock 
market. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

67,000
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and major audio on 
demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



24 Mattino

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 15,000,00 net net

Conductor Simone Spetia with participation of  Paolo Mieli 

24 Mattino, led by Simone Spetia, is information, analysis and in-depth 
analysis in the early morning which includes
THE PRESS REVIEW: The critical reading of the newspapers proposed in a 
reasoned way highlighting the most significant passages, the strongest 
comments
THE most interesting INTERVIEWS with the main protagonists of politics, 
current affairs and the economy with Paolo Mieli. Clarity, objectivity and 
seriousness, without giving up with a good dose of irony. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Podcast sponsorship 

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  

On opening and on closing podcast 24 MATTINO  
+ 

1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  
On opening and on closing podcast

24 MATTINO RASSEGNA STAMPA 
+ 

1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  
On opening and on closing podcast 2

24 MATTINO INTERVISTE

Average weekly podcast listeners

66,200
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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High frequency sponsorship!!!

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



La variante Parenzo
Podcast originale
Conductor David Parenzo

An original look at current affairs, which combines in-depth analysis and 
irony. A funny and amused reflection that tears a smile and makes you 
think. From politics to current affairs to economics, from news to football, 
everything discussed in the media analyzed from another point of view, 
always eccentric and sometimes irreverent. 
Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

14,400
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 7,000,00 net net

Original Podcast
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Uno, nessuno, 100Milan

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 6,000,00 net net

Conductors Alessandro Milan and Leonardo Manera

A morning show on current events and issues, narrated with a very 
personal look, that of Alessandro Milan. Among the many events, the 
conductor chooses those of his interest, creating his own personal 
front page. Milan is accompanied by the disenchanted and ironic look 
of Leonardo Manera. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

27,800
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Due di denari

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 6,000,00 net net

Conductors Debora Rosciani and Mauro Meazza

A changing law? A reverse of the stock exchange? An 
incomprehensible request from the taxman? These are the everyday 
questions that the “Due di denari" program answers with guests and 
experts. In a simple way, with the authority and the clear and direct 
language of Radio24 to tell the various aspects that concern money 
and savings management, relations with the tax authorities and 
bureaucracy, work, home, family.

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

12,300
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Tutti convocati

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 12,000,00 net net

Conductors Carlo Genta, Pierluigi Pardo and Giovanni Capuano
The sport that excites and amuses. An ironic and engaging reading of 
current sports events, without fanaticism and without technicalities. 
Comments, interviews and above all the debate with the listeners, 
who are all called. And Sunday, after the matches, "Tutti Convocati
Weekend" with imitations, tics, grimaces, locker room jokes and 
irreverent irony.

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

74,000
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App 
and major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Obiettivo Salute and 
La Bufala in tavola

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 7,500,00 net net

Conductor Nicoletta Carbone

The Health system of Radio 24 consists of 3 events:
OBIETTIVO SALUTE: news from the world of national and international
research commented with the direct protagonists.
WEEKEND OBIETTIVO SALUTE: everything you need to do and know to
feel good and feel better beyond fashions, clichés and urban legends.
LA BUFALA IN TAVOLA: to spot fake news and bring the truth back to
the table.

Always available ON DEMAND

Podcast Sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  

On opening and on closing podcast OBIETTIVO SALUTE  
+ 

1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  
On opening and on closing podcast

OBIETTIVO SALUTE WEEKEND
+ 

1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  
On opening and on closing podcast

LA BUFALA IN TAVOLA

Average weekly podcast listeners

14,200
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 9,000,00 net net

Conductor Enrico Pagliarini

Technologies are everywhere, changing the way people travel and work, 
listen to music and make phone calls. We use them to play, to have fun, to 
know. The speed with which they develop is exponential: for this reason 
the radio program "2024" broadens its and your horizons and also 
becomes an original Podcast "Digital News": a selection of the most 
important news to be updated on technological innovation in Italy and in 
the world. Three major content areas: the new hi-tech consumer products, 
video games, technological innovations that are changing the world. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Podcast Sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  

On opening and on closing podcast 2024
+

On opening and on closing ORIGINAL PODCAST
Digital News

Average weekly podcast listeners

45,000
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 

2024-Digital news Original Podcast
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Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Smart City

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 6,000,00 net net

Conductor Maurizio Melis

Smart City is the program dedicated to projects, technological innovations,
experiments that go in the direction of making our cities smarter and
more accessible: energy saving, intelligent lighting systems, traffic
management and sustainable urban mobility, management of water and
waste.

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

25,200
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Smart Car and Strade e Motori

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 5,000,00 net net

Conductor Massimo De Donato

How the world of cars changes, what models we will see on the roads 
in the coming months, but above all how electric engines and new 
services related to mobility will change the habits of Italians. These 
are the insights into Smart Car which is added to the traditional 
appointment with Strade e Motori. Two programs entirely dedicated 
to the automotive sector with interviews, fact sheets, news, insights 
and road tests. Without neglecting the element that always ties 
Italians to four wheels: passion. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Podcast Sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  

On opening and on closing of podcast SMART CAR 
+ 

1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL  
On opening and on closing of podcast STRADE E MOTORI  

Average weekly podcast listeners

4,200
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Si può fare

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 3,000,00 net net

Conductor Laura Bettini

The stories of those who believe in the possibility of changing things and work to 
make the global village more respectful of people and the planet. Stories of life, 
innovation, scientific and humanistic research. Two episodes every week: a focus on 
the environment, with attention to the circular economy and sustainable 
development and another larger one to discover people, personalities, associations 
and companies who believe in the possibility of change for the better. And it is here 
that Enrico Bertolino will support Laura Bettini in the management and together they 
will go to the discovery of projects for a better future.

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

2,000
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Cacciatore di libri

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 3,000,00 net net

Conductor Alessandra Tedesco

A virtual correspondent in the library to find out the latest news. In each 
episode, live interviews with Italian and foreign writers to talk about the 
protagonists of the novels, the themes, but also the background. With an 
informal style, Alessandra Tedesco introduces us to new aspects of famous 
authors and leads us to the discovery of lesser-known writers. A way to 
orient yourself in the vast production editorial and choose the right book 
for you. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

5,800
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Mangia come parli

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 3,000,00 net net

Conductors Davide Oldani and Pierluigi Pardo

A starred chef and a sports journalist with a passion for bon vivre: a 
strange couple who gives life to a cooking and food culture program. 
Simple recipes to make, but with an extra touch, a secret revealed by the 
chef. Knowledge of raw materials and seasonal products, culinary 
traditions, gastronomic advice. It takes the cue from the kitchen to talk 
about life and foods that make life more pleasant. All seasoned with great 
irony. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

2,500
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it 
App and major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



La Rosa purpurea

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 3,000,00 net net

Conductor Franco Dassisti

A weekly program dedicated to "cinema", to films, to the story of plots 
through the audio suggestions of dialogues and music.  Numerous and 
exclusive interviews with the protagonists of all times, reflections on what 
the films suggest to our life. The most beautiful and deserving films, under 
the magnifying glass of critics and audiences. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

3,600
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Personal Best

WEEKLY INVESTMENT

PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

30’’ format

€ 3,000,00 net net

Conductors Silvio Lorenzi and Ivana di Martino 

Silvio Lorenzi and Ivana Di Martino run among the questions, answers and 
curiosities from the world of running. Starting running, continuing to do it 
and improving, thanks to the advice of the experts and the protagonists of 
this sport: from the preparation of the first marathon to nutrition, from 
training to resilience, from the choice of shoes to recovery from injuries. 
All to go to the conquest of our Personal Best. 

Always available ON DEMAND

Average weekly podcast listeners

2,200
Total downloads of the website and radio24.it App and 
major audio on demand platforms 
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Podcast sponsorship

ON AIR FROM SATURDAY TO FRIDAY:  
1 PRE ROLL AND 1 POST ROLL   

On opening and on closing of podcast

Sources: Audiometrics; Spotify; 
Google Podcast; Apple podcast



Podcast launch offer
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For orders booked before March 31, 2022

30% discount on
all sponsored podcast programs 
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5’’ 10’’ 15’’ 20’’ 30’’

30’’ = 
100%

- 40% - 30% - 20% - 10% 0%

PODCAST ADVERTISING RATES ACCORDING 

TO SPOT LENGHTS

The prices indicated in the Podcast sponsorship offer refer to products consisting of 30“ press releases. For 

products with different lenght, the following conditions apply: 

MATERIALS DELIVERY:

The materials must arrive in mp3 format no later than the Wednesday before the broadcast; they will be uploaded only and exclusively on the Group 

portal at the following address: https://portalemateriali.system24.gruppo24ore.com.

N.B. multi-subject campaigns and with different weights are planned but always for the whole week from Saturday to Friday. Therefore, subject 

substitutions cannot be managed during the planned week. 

https://portalemateriali.system24.gruppo24ore.com/
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